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Tales from Mars: Meet Persey, 
the Perseverance Rover 
Snuggle in, little dreamers, under the cozy blanket of 
the night. Look up at the moon, glowing like a pearl in a 
sea of black, and the stars that sparkle like tiny 
diamonds. Beyond this celestial tapestry, in the depths 
of the cosmos, there's a mysterious world called Mars, 
painted in hues of red and orange. Imagine, if you will, 
a tiny rover wandering this alien land, a brave little 
explorer crafted by human hands.

Meet Persey, the Perseverance Rover, a fearless 
adventurer who traveled more than 300 million miles to 
explore the wonders of Mars. For over 1,000 days, it 
has been roaming the rusty, mysterious landscape of 
this distant planet, uncovering secrets that have amazed 
us all. Tonight, let's journey with Persey to the 
enchanting Jezero Crater on Mars.

"Hello, young friends!" chirps Persey. "I'm a bit like the 
remote-controlled cars you might play with, but I'm also 
so much more. I'm here to satisfy human curiosity, to 
find out things they can't discover themselves. So, they 
equipped me with a SuperCam that can zap rocks, 
loaded me onto a giant rocket, and sent me to Mars' 
Jezero Crater. It's a chilly, barren place now, but my 
creators think it was once a lake brimming with water, 
much like Earth's lakes."




"Water is crucial for life, as you know. By exploring a 
place that once had water, I might just uncover clues 
of ancient life. It's fascinating to think about how Mars 
changed from a watery world to the arid desert it is 
today."

"But, I must admit, after more than 1,000 days on Mars, 
it gets a bit lonely. I talk to my Earth friends via my 
antennas and through other Mars orbiters, but it's 
mostly quiet here. A hug would be nice."

"Still, I'm filled with pride. No other rover or human has 
journeyed where I have. I get to share stories and 
show images no one on Earth has ever seen. So, dear 
children, if you ever think of me and wonder about my 
Martian escapades, it warms my robotic heart. In 
return, I promise to share all my extraordinary 
adventures with you.


